
Proctor Agreement 
2023 Collegiate Spring 

Team Tournaments 

Thank you for agreeing to proctor one of the Collegiate teams in the Spring Tournaments, 
February 26 and/or April 16 2023. The teams are competing online for a valuable trip, so 
it is imperative that a variety of security procedures be in place. 

All participants have agreed to a series of conditions, which include: 

1) During the on-line sessions of this competition they are not permitted to receive
outside help of any kind, such as:

a. receiving “coaching”

b. consulting a bridge book or a bridge-related website

c. reading system notes or any other notes (except defenses provided by
opponents)

d. writing notes or anything else during a hand

e. receiving information from any external source about what cards other
players hold or the results at other tables

2) Participants may communicate with the other players at their table (solely through BBO), with
a director for the event, or with you. During sessions, they are forbidden to communicate with
anyone else, even if it is not bridge related. For example, no telephones of any kind, IMs,
secondary computers, or additional windows open on their computers. Please take possession of
players’ cell phones or other devices while they are playing online.

3) The ACBL may, in its sole judgment, disqualify any pair if it detects a pattern of actions that it
believes are suspicious. To further ensure the integrity of the event, a panel of experts will be
reviewing the hands, looking for suspicious behavior.

Please complete this form after the online tournament and give it to the captain of the team  
you monitored. The team captain will return it to us. We appreciate your monitoring to ensure 
that these security measures are respected. 

I actively monitored (participants), and did not detect any 
improper activity. 

My name is (print) 

  (Signature) Date: 

phone: 

email: 
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